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Abstract
We present a generalization of classical Hough transform in fuzzy set theoretic framework (called fuzzy Hough
transformor FHT) in order to handle the impreciseness/ill-definedness in shape description. In addition to identifying
the shapes, the methodology can quantify the amount of distortion present in each shape by suitably characterizing
the parametric space. We extended FHT to take care of gray level images (gray FHT) in order to handle the gray
level variation along with shape distortion. The gray FHT gives rise to a scheme for image segmentation based on
the a priori knowledge about the shapes.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Hough transform was originally invented by Hough [13] and later refined [10] to detect analytically
defined shapes like straight lines, circles, ellipses, etc. from binary images. Later it has been extended
to generalized Hough transform [1,2] in order to detect arbitrary shapes characterized by a set of shape
features. Different problems of image analysis and computer vision [10,2,27], including edge/line linking,
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boundary detection, motion detection, object recognition and shape analysis exploit the concept of Hough
transform and generalized Hough transform. One of the basic advantages of Hough transform is that it
works even for the broken edge and line segments, i.e., in the presence of small gaps (loss of connectivity).
Hough transform (and generalized Hough transform) maps shapes like lines, circles, ellipses etc. (and
arbitrary shapes defined a priori as a collection of features in the case of generalized Hough transform)
from the image space to a parameter space in which the shapes are represented in terms of their parameter
values. Each point on a shape in the image space is transformed into a curve in the parameter space, and
all the points belonging to a particular shape are transformed to a family of curves passing through a
common point (in the ideal condition). The point of intersection of these family of curves represents the
set of parameters defining the shape. In general, a cluster is formed in the parameter space corresponding
to a shape in the image space. The edges/lines or curves of general shapes can therefore be detected by
separating out these clusters (peaks) in the parameter space.
In real-life images, the shapes are often distorted from their true parametric forms due to the presence
of noise, digitization error and shape variations. Even if the input image is perfect, it is often very difficult
to describe the shapes in terms of the perfect model shapes. For example, the real-life objects can be
described as approximately circular or approximately elliptical which often do not lend themselves to
precise shape properties. Again the gray values in the object region also vary widely due to the effect
of external illumination. In other words, shapes become ill-defined in terms of grayness and spatial
ambiguities. Therefore, it may be difficult to find out a single peak or a compact cluster in the parameter
space after applying Hough transform. In other words, a single shape in an image may get broken into
more than one local peak in the parameter space. This will, in turn, result in the decrease in the amplitude
of the peaks in the parameter space; thereby causing difficulty in their detection. Even if these multiple
peaks can be identified, they will essentially represent multiple shapes leading to a misinterpretation.
In order to take care of these difficulties of classical Hough transform, several variations have already
been introduced depending on the type of applications. A state-of-the-art survey [14,21,19] describes the
different implementation techniques and variations of classical Hough transform. The other algorithmic
variations of Hough transform include randomized Hough transform [28], probabilistic Hough transform
[16–18,8] and fuzzy Hough transform [9,12,22,11,25,26,23]. In randomized Hough transform, certain
object pixels are randomly chosen in the image space and based on certain criteria (for example, the local
gradient information), parameter values are obtained for the shapes. Although the randomized Hough
transform is computationally very fast, it is prone to noise because the local gradient information is
affected by noise or distorted shapes. In the probabilistic Hough transform, in general, a subset of the
object pixels in an image is randomly selected and the parameter values are computed based on these
selected points. Different criteria are set for choosing the subset randomly. It effectively reduces the
computation time. However, the probabilistic Hough transform also has the same disadvantages as that
of classical one for identifying shapes in the presence of noise or under distortion.
The fuzzy Hough transform (FHT) is based on the realization that a shape does not lend itself to a
precise definition because of grayness and spatial ambiguities, and therefore it can be considered as a
fuzzy set where each pixel has a degree of possessing certain imprecise shape property represented by
the set. Han, Koczy and Poston developed a fuzzy Hough transform algorithm [12] for finding out shapes
by approximately fitting the data points to some given parametric shapes. For this purpose, around each
point on the perfect shape defined by the parametric form, a small region was defined, and each pixel in
this region, i.e., each pixel in the vicinity of the perfect shape contributes to the accumulator space. Thus
the accumulator values exhibit a smooth transition from the higher to lower values so that the peaks can
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be identified unambiguously even for certain distorted image shapes. A faster computation of the same
was also proposed in [12] by convolving the accumulator space with Gaussian window. Philip et al. [22]
described a fuzzy Hough transform technique for extracting features based on a similar concept as in
[12], where accumulator values were computed from a thick shaded zone around the distorted shape.
In both these algorithms [12,22], the distorted input image shapes were first fuzzified, (i.e., a thick
shaded zone is considered) and then the corresponding accumulator values were computed. However,
the extent to which the shapes need to be fuzzified, i.e., the amount of thickness of the shaded zone
needs to be considered, was not specified in either of these algorithms. In identifying the shapes by
fuzzy Hough transform, one needs to quantify the amount of vagueness present in the shapes (in terms
of the extent of the shaded zone) as it is essential in the subsequent higher order decision making tasks
e.g., object recognition [5], generation of visual description [7]. Moreover, it is often necessary to apply
Hough transform directly on gray level images. In the classical Hough transform, usually a segmented
version of the gray level image is considered, or the contribution of each pixel to the accumulator space is
made proportional to the gray value of the pixel. It is difficult to take care of the distorted shapes and the
presence of noise in the classical framework. The situation becomes even worse when noise amplitude is
comparable to the average gray level of the shapes.
These problems have been taken care of in our generalized fuzzy set theoretic framework of Hough
transform. Note that, in [12,22], no generalization of the FHT algorithm for the gray images was provided,
and also no guideline for selecting the optimal thickness of the shaded zone was specified. In defining
FHT, first, the classical Hough transform has been interpreted in a set theoretic framework and then a
generalization in terms of fuzzy set theory is made. The model shapes (e.g., straight lines, circles, etc.) are
fuzzified and represented as fuzzy shaded zones (Fig. 1) instead of having single pixel thick lines/curve
segments. Each pixel in the shaded zone has a membership value which reflects the degree to which a
pixel possesses the corresponding shape property. The pixels lying on the core line of the shaded zone
possess maximummembership value and those in the periphery have zero membership values. Therefore,
each shape is given a notion of approximate shape. For example, instead of finding a circle in an image,
as performed by the HT, the FHT essentially peaks out an approximate circle in the image. The degree of
approximation, in turn, depends on the amount of fuzzification introduced on themodel shapes. Ameasure
is defined to indicate the suitability of fuzzification and based on this measure, an optimum amount of
fuzzification is derived. The vagueness or ambiguity in the shape description due to the fuzzification is
also quantified.
We then extended the concept of the FHT to gray images by fuzzifying the gray shapes to an optimum
extent. In the domain of gray images, variations of HT have been proposed [24,20] where the gray values
of the pixels are handled either by digital halftoning the image [24] or by adding an extra dimension to
the accumulator space [20]. In the case of the FHT for gray images (called Gray FHT), an optimum gray
level threshold is found for each shape along with the thickness of the shaded zone. Since the gray level
threshold depends on the average gray value of the specific shapes, this generalization leads to a gray
level image segmentation scheme guided by the knowledge about the parametric form of the shapes.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the classical Hough transform in brief.
In Section 3, a set theoretic interpretation of the Hough transform is presented which is then generalized
to the fuzzy set theoretic framework (i.e., fuzzy Hough transform or FHT), based on the fuzzification of
model shapes. In Section 4, we quantify the amount of fuzzification of the model shapes necessary for
proper identification of ill-defined shapes. Section 5 extends the concept of FHT to gray images. The
experimental results are illustrated in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the article.
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Fig. 1. A perfect circle is fuzzified as shown by the shaded zone. The core line of the shaded zone corresponds to the model
shape. The small circle inside the shaded zone represents a fuzzified region corresponding to the central point on the core line.
2. Classical Hough transform
In the case of Hough transform, pixels lying on a curve/line segment in an image are transformed from
the image space to the parameter space representing the analytical (mathematical) form of the curve/line
segment. Let a curve/line segment be analytically defined as
f (x, y,) = 0, (1)
where (x, y) are the coordinates of a pixel on the curve/line segment with respect to some standard
reference frame.
 = (1, 2, . . . , n) (2)
is the set of parameters describing the shape of the curve/line segment. For example, a straight line can
be described as
r = x cos + y sin , (3)
where (r, ) are the parameters describing the straight line, r is the perpendicular distance of the line
segment from the origin, and , the angle subtended by the normal with respect to the x-axis. Similarly,
a circle can be described as
r2 = (x − a)2 + (y − b)2, (4)
where (r, a, b) are the parameters describing the circle, r is the radius and (a, b) are the coordinates of
the center.
In the classical Hough transform, given the parametric form of a curve in an image, all possible sets
of parameter values are computed for each object pixel lying on the curve/line segment. The parameter
space is quantized and an accumulator array (A) is defined. The detection of curve/line segment using
classical Hough transform can be algorithmically described as follows [2].
Step 1: Quantize the parameter space in the limits
1min11max, 2min22max, . . . , nminnnmax .
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Form an array A(1, 2, . . . , n) whose elements are initially set to zero. This array is often termed as
accumulator array.
Step 2: For each object pixel (x, y) in the image, update the accumulator array as
A(1, 2, . . . , n) = A(1, 2, . . . , n)+ c(x, y), (5)
where 1, 2, . . . , n are the parameter values of the curve/line segment which pass through the point
(x, y) in the image. c(x, y) is the contribution of the pixel (x, y) to the accumulator space. For example,
in a two-tone image, c(x, y) is unity. Similarly, in a gray image, c(x, y) can be taken as the normalized
gray value of the pixel, and in a gradient image c(x, y) is the gradient magnitude at (x, y).
Step 3: Identify the local peaks in A() such that for every peak i , A(i)A0, A0 being a certain
threshold.
Note that, the classicalHough transformonly converts an image into an accumulator or parameter space.
Each point in the image space gives rise to a curve in the parametric space. In other words, a curve/line
segment in the image is transformed into a family of curves in the parameter space. Ideally, these family
of curves will pass through a single point in the parameter space which represents the parameter values
describing the curve/line segment in the image space. Therefore, the accumulator value will be maximum
in the quantization slot of parameter space which contains this point through which the family of curves
are passing. In order to detect a curve/line segment in the image, the local maxima in the accumulator
space, after thresholding, need to be detected.
In real-life, due to the effect of noise, digitization error and shape variations, the family of curves in
the parameter space may not pass through a single point, rather a small region may be identified through
which the family of curves will pass. Therefore, it depends on the size of quantization slots whether a
single slot can be identified in the quantized parameter space or not. If the sizes of the quantization slots
are large then a single slot may be identified but there will be difficulty in specifying the exact parameter
values describing the curve/line segment in the image space. On the other hand, for small slot size, there
can be more than one local maxima in the close vicinity arising from a single curve/line segment in the
image space. In other words, a single peak (which is ideally expected) in the accumulator space may be
broken into a number of smaller peaks.
Therefore using the classical Hough transform with precise shape definitions, it is often difficult to
specify the exact parameter values and the location of the curve/line segments in an image. Also a single
curve/line segment may be detected as more than one curve/line segment due to the preciseness in the
model shape description. In the following section, we describe a generalized version of Hough transform
in fuzzy set theoretic framework. This can deal with different types of vagueness/uncertainties arising
from the effect of noise, digitization error, and shape and gray level variations.
3. Fuzzy set theoretic framework for Hough transform (FHT)
Let us first provide a set theoretic interpretation of Hough transform where each model shape is viewed
as a crisp set of points. This interpretation is then extended in the light of fuzzy set theory in order to
handle the imprecise/ill-defined shapes both in two-tone and gray-tone images.
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3.1. Set theoretic interpretation of Hough transform
Let us consider a binary image space defined as
X = {(x, y)|xminxxmax, yminyymax}.
Let a model shape M in X with parameter set  be specified by a set of points S such that
S = {(x, y)|f (x, y,) = 0}, (6)
where f (·) is the parametric form of the model shape (see Eq. (1)).
Let the object region (I ⊂ X) be defined as
I = {(x, y)|gray value of (x, y) is unity}. (7)
Then Hough transform can be viewed as a mapping
T : I f−→ A,
where A is a set given as
A = {(k, vk)|vk = |Sk|, k = 0, . . . , m}. (8)
k is the kth quantization slot in the accumulator space, m is the maximum number of such slots. |Sk| is
the cardinality of the set Sk which is defined as
Sk =
{
(x, y)|(x, y) ∈ I
∧
f (x, y,k) = 0
}
. (9)
Let us now define the fuzzy Hough transform separately for both two-tone and gray-tone images. In
two-tone images, the FHT takes care of the random variation in position of the pixels. In gray images,
the variation in gray levels is taken care of, in addition.
3.2. FHT in a two-tone image
Let S denote the set of points on a single pixel thick model shape M (e.g., ideal straight line, circle,
ellipse, etc.) having a definite shape property defined by parameters  = (1, . . . , n). LetM represent
the fuzzified version ofM, i.e., fuzzy straight line, fuzzy circle etc. For any point (x, y) ∈ I in the image,
the membership of (x, y) to the fuzzy setM is defined as
,rM (x, y) = max∀(x0,y0)∈S {h((x, y); (x0, y0),r)} . (10)
h(·) is a two-dimensional extension (Fig. 2) of Zadeh’s -function defined as
h((x, y); (x0, y0),r) =


1− 2
(
d
r
)2
if 0d <
r
2
,
2
(
1− d
r
)2
if
r
2
d < r,
0 if dr,
(11)
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Fig. 2. A two-dimensional pi-function with the central point (x0, y0) = (50, 50) and bandwidth r = 50.
where d is the Euclidean distance of (x, y) from (x0, y0) such that
d =
√
(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2. (12)
(x0, y0) is the central point, i.e., the point where h(·) = 1. For all (x0, y0) on the model shapeM, h(·) = 1.
r is the bandwidth of the -function such that h(·) = 0.5 when d = r/2. In other words, r reflects
the maximum amount of deviation that a pixel can have from the ideal model shape.
The accumulator values are computed by
A(1, 2, . . . , n,r) =
∑
(x,y)∈X
,rM (x, y). (13)
The accumulator values indicate the contributions from all pixels which are in the vicinity (at a maximum
distance of r) of the model shapeM. The contribution of a pixel to the accumulator slot corresponding
toM decreases as the distance of the pixel fromM increases. The set of pixels which lie within a distance
r from M constitutes the supporting points of the fuzzy setM. The corresponding region where these
supporting points lie is defined as
R = {(x, y)|(x, y) ∈ I, ,rM (x, y) > 0}. (14)
The spread of the accumulator values depends on the spread of the region R which is described in
Section 4.
Let us now explain the aforesaid generalized framework for the FHT with two different examples on
circles and straight lines.
3.2.1. FHT for a circle
Let C denote the set of points on a circle with center (c1, c2) and radius r. Let C be the corresponding
fuzzy set. In that case, for any point (x, y) ∈ X in the image, its membership on C is defined as
c1,c2,r,rC (x, y) = g(d(x, y),r) (15)
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where d(x, y) is given as
d(x, y) =
√
((x − c1)2 + (y − c2)2)− r. (16)
g(·) is a -function defined as
g(d,r) =


0 if |d| > r
2
(
1− |d|
r
)2
if
r
2
< |d|r
1− 2
(
d
r
)2
if |d| r
2
(17)
The accumulator values are computed by
A(c1, c2, r,r) =
∑
(x,y)∈X
c1,c2,r,rC (x, y) (18)
for all parameter values.
3.2.2. FHT for a straight line
Let L denote the set of points on a straight line with parameters (r, ). LetL be the corresponding fuzzy
set. In that case, for any point (x, y) ∈ X in the image, its membership on L is defined as
r,,rL (x, y) = g(d(x, y),r), (19)
g(·) being a -function as defined in (17). The distance d(x, y) of a point from the line segment is given
as
d(x, y) = x cos + y sin − r. (20)
The accumulator values are computed by
A(r, ,r) =
∑
(x,y)∈X
r,,rL (x, y) (21)
for all parameter values.
3.3. FHT in a gray-tone image
In a gray image, the object and background regions are not defined separately. The classical Hough
transform can be directly applied to a gray level image where the contribution of each pixel in the
accumulator space is equal to its normalized gray value. However, if the analytical shape is not perfect
then the accumulator values will not smoothly decrease around the peak. Again the pixels can have
variation in their gray values. The gray values of the pixels can be higher or lower than the average gray
value of the actual shape. If the classical Hough transform is directly applied to a gray level image then
the pixels with gray values higher than the average will contribute more to the accumulator space. In other
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words, the contribution of the noisy pixels will be more compared to the pixels which are representative
of the true shape. As a result, the peak in the accumulator space may get shifted from its actual position,
and the true shape may not be detected at all if the average gray value of that shape is comparable to the
noise amplitude.
In applying Hough transform on gray level images, the average gray value of the shapes (objects) needs
to be detected which may provide an useful information in the higher order visual information processing
tasks. In addition, the thickness of the objects need also to be detected. In this section, a fuzzy set theoretic
framework of HT is defined for gray images in order to handle the aforesaid problems.
Let S denote the set of points on a single pixel thick model M (e.g., straight line, circle, ellipse etc.)
having a definite shape property with parameters  = (1, . . . , n) and a uniform gray value l0. For any
image point (x, y) ∈ X in the image, the membership of (x, y) to the fuzzy shapeM is defined as
,l0M (x, y) = max∀(x0,y0)∈S {h((x, y); (x0, y0),r) · h1(l(x, y); l0,l)} , (22)
where l(x, y) is the gray value of the pixel (x, y), r is the maximum deviation of the pixel (x, y) from
the precise model shape M, and l is the maximum deviation of the gray value of a pixel from l0 (the
gray value of the model shape). The function h(·) has the same form as in (11). h1(·) is also a pi-type
function with a single variable l.
The accumulator values are computed in exactly the same way as in the case of two-tone images,
however, here the accumulator also keeps track of the gray values, i.e.,
A(, l0) =
∑
(x,y)∈X
,l0M (x, y). (23)
In gray images, the FHT for circles can be computed with expressions analogous to Eq. (15), where
membership values of pixels over gray circles are given as
(x, y)c1,c2,r,l0C = g(d(x, y),r) · h1(l(x, y), l0,l), (24)
where l(x, y) is the gray value of the pixel (x, y).
Similarly, for straight line segments,
r,,l0L (x, y) = g(d(x, y),r) · h1(l(x, y), l0,l). (25)
4. Selection of the bandwidth
As seen from Eqs. (13) and (23), the accumulator values are dependent on the nature of the membership
function h(·). As the bandwidth (r) of the membership function decreases, the sharpness of the peaks in
accumulator space increases, thereby causing less difficulty in their localization. However, under noisy
condition (in the presence of distortion), the accumulator space may exhibit a large number of spurious
undesirable peaks corresponding to a single candidate shape in the image space, thereby increasing the
difficulty in identifying each true shape. On the other hand, as r increases, the accumulator profile tends
to be smooth. In other words, the chance of correctly localizing the true peaks decreases. Figs. 3(b)–(f)
illustrate the profile of accumulator values (the nature of quantized parameter space) for increase in r
corresponding to Fig. 3(a).
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Fig. 3. Variation of the accumulator profile with the bandwidth. (a) The original image of a distorted/noisy circle with noise
amplitude equal to 5, (b) the accumulator profile for r = 1, (c) the accumulator profile with r = 2, (d) the accumulator profile
with r = 4, (e) the accumulator profile with r = 5, (f) the accumulator profile with r = 6.
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Again, the bandwidthr provides ameasure of the amount of distortion of a shape in the image. This can
further provide a useful measure in visual information representation and higher level visual information
processing. It therefore, appears that the selection of bandwidth is crucial in shape identification. Such a
selection of r will also enable one to quantify the amount of distortion present in the shapes; thereby
providing useful information in the higher level visual processes.
4.1. For two-tone images
Asmentioned before, for a sharp peak, the accumulator profile will be highly compact around the peak.
On the other hand, in the presence of flat accumulator profile or in the presence of multiple peaks in a
single window, the compactness of the accumulator values will be low. In other words, if the bandwidth
(r) is not properly selected then the information content around the peak will be less and vice-versa. The
information content can be quantified by various measures namely, linear index of fuzziness, quadratic
index of fuzziness, Shannon’s entropy and various others which are given as:
L(,r) =
∑
(x,y)∈X
min{,rM (x, y), 1− ,rM (x, y)}, (26)
Q(,r) =
∑
(x,y)∈X
,rM (x, y)(1− ,rM (x, y)) (27)
and
H(,r) = −
∑
(x,y)∈X
,rM (x, y) ln 
,r
M (x, y). (28)
HereL,Q, andH are expressed as functions of andr because the index of fuzziness depends on both the
bandwidth and the localization, i.e., where the model shape has been identified. Fig. 4 shows the variation
of L,Q, andHwith respect to r for a noisy image with noise amplitude equal to 4.0. Note that, here is
specified beforehand and the indices of fuzziness are measured with respect to the bandwidths only. It is
observed that the information content is maximum for a certain value of r which can be considered as
the optimum r . It is also found experimentally that the optimum value of r follows a linear relationship
with the amount of distortion i.e., the noise amplitude (Fig. 5). The relationship between the optimum
value of r and the noise amplitude depends on the type of membership function and the noise pattern.
Let us now provide a mathematical analysis of the relationship between the optimum value of r and the
amount of shape distortion.
4.2. Theoretical analysis
Since the linear index of fuzziness is not a smooth function, let us restrict the analysis to quadratic and
Shannon entropy functions. Note that, the theoretical analysis can also be performed on other measures.
For sake of simplicity, we restrict the analysis to quadratic and Shannon entropy functions.
Case I: The quadratic index of fuzziness is given as
Q(,r) =
∑
(x,y)∈X
,rM (x, y)(1− ,rM (x, y)). (29)
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Fig. 4. (a) A noisy circle. (b) The variation of L, H, and Q with the selected bandwidth (r).
For a given parameter set , Q is maximum when
Q
r
= 0,
i.e.,
∑
(x,y)∈X
(1− 2,rM (x, y))
,rM (x, y)
r
= 0. (30)
Let us now assume that themembership values aremodeled by a triangular function instead of a -function
such that
,rM (x, y) = 1−
x
r
for xr,
= 0 otherwise,
(31)
where x is the minimum distance of the point x = (x, y) from the single pixel thick model shape M
characterized by the parameter set , i.e.,
x = min∀(x0,y0)∈S
{√
(x − x0)2 + (y − y0)2
}
, (32)
where S is the set of points in the image representing the model shapeM. Therefore, from Eqs. (30)–(32),
ropt =
2
∑
(x,y)∈ 2x∑
(x,y)∈ x
, (33)
where ropt is the optimum value of r obtained from the maxima ofQ, and  is a set such that x < r ,
and ropt is the optimum value of r . In other words,  is the set of supporting points such that
 = {(x, y)|,rM (x, y) > 0}. (34)
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Fig. 5. The variation of the optimum bandwidth (ropt) obtained from the indices of fuzziness (see Fig. 4(b)). (a) The variation
of ropt (corresponding to the maxima of L) with the noise amplitude, (b) The variation of ropt (corresponding to the maxima
of Q) with the noise amplitude, (c) The variation of ropt (corresponding to the maxima of H) with the noise amplitude.
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Alternatively,
ropt = 2 〈
2
x〉
〈x〉 , (35)
where 〈·〉 represents the sample average over the set of supporting points . For a large number of points,
we can approximate r (from the law of large number) as
ropt = 2 E(
2
x)
E(x)
, (36)
where the expectationE(·) is computed over the set of supporting points. Let p(x) represent the density
function of x. Let the point set in  be such that x follow a triangular distribution which can be ideally
modeled by triangular membership function as in (37). Then
p(x) = k
(
1− x

)
for x < ,
= 0 otherwise,
(37)
where k is the normalizing constant and  is the maximum deviation of a point from the mean of the
distribution. Let us assume that ropt. Then
ropt = 2
∫ 
0 
2
x(1− x/) dx∫ 
0 x(1− x/) dx
= . (38)
Let ropt. Then
ropt = 2
∫ ropt
0 
2
x(1− x/) dx∫ ropt
0 x(1− x/) dx
= 2ropt
1
3 −
ropt
4
1
2 −
ropt
3
(39)
i.e.,
ropt = .
In either case, it is observed that the quadratic entropy gets maximized when the bandwidth becomes
equal to the maximum possible deviation of the points from the true model shape. In other words, in the
case of triangular distribution, if the membership function is chosen in such a way that it has the same
form as the distribution function then ropt is exactly the same as the maximum deviation of a point from
the model shape.
Case II: Let us now consider the case of exponential distribution such that the membership function
has also an exponential form given as:
,rM (x, y) = exp
(
− 
2
x
r2
)
, (40)
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The natural ambiguity measure, in this case, is Shannon’s entropy which is given as
H(,r) = −
∑
(x,y)∈X
,rM (x, y) ln 
,r
M (x, y). (41)
For r = ropt, we have
H
r
|(r=ropt)=0. (42)
From Eqs. (40)–(42),
r2opt =
∑
x 
4
x exp
(
− 
2
x
r2opt
)
∑
x 
2
x exp
(
− 
2
x
r2opt
) . (43)
For a large number of points in X, ropt can be approximated as
r2opt =
∫∞
0 
4
x exp
(
− 
2
x
r2opt
)
p(x) dx
∫∞
0 
2
x exp
(
− 
2
x
r2opt
)
p(x) dx
. (44)
Let p(x) = 1/
√
2 exp(−2x/22), and let ropt = K where K is a constant of proportionality.
Integrating both numerator and the denominator, it can be shown that
r2opt =
3K2
K2 + 2 
2, (45)
i.e.,
K2 = 3K
2
K2 + 2 . (46)
Solving for K,
ropt = . (47)
In other words, the optimum bandwidth (r), detected from the maxima ofH, follow a linear relationship
with the standard deviation of the distances of the points from the model shape.
4.3. For gray-tone images
The accumulator values, in the case of gray-tone images, depend not only on the bandwidth r but
also on the central gray value l0 for a given l (Eq. (23)). The optimum values of r and l0 for a given
l can be selected in the same way as in the case of a two-tone image.
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In the case of a graytone, first the optimum value of the parameter l0 is determined from the maxima
in the accumulator values just in the same way as the parameter values. The local maxima for different
values of l0 for a given r is determined along with the parameter set. Next the ambiguity is measured
for the optimum l0 and the parameter set . It is found that l0opt is independent of the selection of the
bandwidth r so long as there are sufficient number of points in the supporting set. Mathematically, l0opt
is such that
A(,r, l0)
l0
∣∣∣∣
l0=l0opt
= 0. (48)
Considering a large number of points in the supporting set and a Gaussian form of the membership
function∫
(l − l0) exp
(
−(l − l0)
2
l2
)
exp
(
− 
2
x
r2
)
p(x, l) dx dl = 0, (49)
where p(x, l) is the spatial distribution of the pixels and their intensity values. If the spatial distribution
and the intensity values are assumed to be independent Gaussian then
p(x, l) = 12xl exp
(
− 
2
x
22x
)
exp
(
−(l − l)
2
22l
)
, (50)
where l and l are the mean and standard deviation of the gray value distribution of the model candi-
date shape. Similarly, x is the standard deviation of the pixels from the model candidate shape. After
simplification, it can be found that
l0 = ′l , (51)
where
′l =
l +
2l02l
l2
1+ 2
2
l
l2
. (52)
From Eqs. (51) and (52), it can be found that
l0 = l , (53)
i.e., the average gray value obtained from the local maxima of A(,r, l0) is independent of the choice
of l and r , and is equal to the mean of the pixel intensity distribution around the model shape.
The information content in a gray image can be quantified, as in the case of a two-tone image, by
various measures namely, linear index of fuzziness, quadratic entropy, Shannon’s entropy or various
other measures given as
L(,r, l0,l) =
∑
(x,y)∈I
min{,r,l0,lM (x, y), 1− ,r,l0,lM (x, y)}, (54)
Q(,r, l0,l) =
∑
(x,y)∈I
,r,l0,lM (x, y)(1− ,r,l0,lM (x, y)) (55)
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and
H(,r, l0,l) = −
∑
(x,y)∈I
,r,l0,lM (x, y) ln 
,r,l0,l
M (x, y). (56)
The optimum value of r for a given l0 and l can be obtained from the location of maxima of L or Q or
H. However, l0 and l cannot be determined simultaneously. For a given l, l0 can be determined from
the maxima in L or Q or H. Thus in determining the optimum bandwidth and the average gray value, the
maxima are found in L, Q or H for a specified l. Let us now provide a mathematical explanation of the
optimum r with the shape distortion.
Let us consider the case of exponential form of membership function such that
,r,l0,lM (x, y) = g(d(x, y),r) · h1(l(x, y), l0,l) (57)
is given as
,r,l0,lM (x, y) = exp
(
− 
2
x
r2
)
exp
(
− 
2
l
l2
)
, (58)
where x is the deviation of a point x = (x, y) from the model shape M and l is the deviation of the
gray value of the pixel from the average gray value of the shape. Note that, it has been assumed in the
membership function that the gray level variation is independent of the distance of a point from the model
shape. More rigorous membership function reflecting the dependency of the gray value on the distance of
a point from the model shape may also be investigated. However, for sake of simplicity, the independence
assumption is made.
As in the case of two-tone images, a natural ambiguity measure is Shannon’s entropy given by
Eq. (28). For the optimum bandwidth, i.e., r = ropt, we have
H
r
|r=ropt = 0. (59)
Simplifying we get
r2opt =
∑
x 
4
x exp
(
− 
2
x
r2opt
− 
2
l
l2
)
∑
x 
2
x
(
1− 
2
l
l2
)
exp
(
− 
2
x
r2opt
− 
2
l
l2
) . (60)
For a large number of points, ropt can be approximated as
r2opt =
∫
4x exp
(
− 
2
x
r2opt
− 
2
l
l2
)
p(x, l) dx dl
∫
2x
(
1− 
2
l
l2
)
exp
(
− 
2
x
r2opt
− 
2
l
l2
)
p(x, l) dx dl
. (61)
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Considering the pixel intensities are distributed such that x and l are independent Gaussian, i.e.,
p(x, l) = 12xl exp
(
− 
2
x
22x
)
exp
(
− 
2
l
22l
)
, (62)
where x and l are the standard deviations of the shape distortion and gray level variation. Note that,
as mentioned before, the gray level variation may not be independent of the distance of a pixel from the
model shape. However, for white noise injected into the intensity profile of a distorted two-tone shape,
l will behave independently of x. Integrating both numerator and denominator of Eq. (61),
r2opt =
3(k2l + 2)
k2l + 1
.
k2x
k2x + 2
.2x, (63)
where kx = ropt/x and kl = l/l . Considering ropt = kxx,
k2x =
k2l + 4
k2l + 1
. (64)
It is seen from (64) that 1kx2, i.e., xropt2x. ropt is very close to 2x when kl is very small,
i.e., l is very small. On the other hand, ropt approaches x when l is very large. In other words, if
very large tolerance is allowed in the membership function then ropt approaches the standard deviation
of the shape distortion. On the other hand, a large tolerance in gray level variation will not be able to
reflect the average gray value of the model shape.
Using the similar reasoning for the selection l, it can be found that
k2l =
k2x + 4
kx + 1 . (65)
Considering (64) and (65), it is seen that the optimum bandwidth is ropt =
√
2x and the optimum
tolerance in gray value is l = √2l . However, it is difficult to optimize both r and l simultaneously
from the maxima of the ambiguity measure. Therefore, for practical consideration, l is specified by the
user and the bandwidth is determined for a given tolerance in the gray value.
5. Overall algorithm and experimental results
As discussed in the previous section, the accumulator values need to be computed for a certain range of
parameter values and a certain range of gray values (in the case of gray level image) for different values
of r . It is very time consuming to maintain such a high dimensional array. Instead, for a sufficiently
large value of r , the peaks in the accumulator space are first determined (in the case of gray level image,
the accumulator also accommodates the gray value). After computing the local peaks, the r is varied
and the optimum r is found from the ambiguity measures for each peak individually.
Let us now summarize the overall algorithm for obtaining the fuzzy Hough transform. The fuzzy
Hough transform algorithm can be described in the same way as the classical Hough transform algorithm
(Section 2) with additional steps for selecting the optimal r and l0.
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5.1. For two-tone images
Step 1: Quantize the accumulator space in the limits
1min11max, 2min22max, . . . , nminnnmax .
Fix a threshold A0 in the accumulator space.
Setr = r0, wherer0 is a reasonably high value close tormax causing a high amount of smoothing.
Initialize the accumulator A() to zero.
Step 2: For each object pixel (x, y) in the image compute ,rM (x, y).
Compute
A() = A()+ ,rM (x, y).
Step 3: Determine the peaks in A() such that A() > threshold where threshold is a minimum
threshold in the accumulator space.
Step 4: Quantize the bandwidth r in the limits
rminrrmax
Define an array V (,r).
Set the starting value of r to its minimum, i.e., r = rmin.
Step 5: Initialize V (,r) to zero.
For each  if A() is a peak, compute
V (,r) = V (,r)+ a(,r),
where a(,r) is an ambiguity measure given by linear index of fuzziness or quadratic entropy or
Shannon’s entropy.
Step 6: Get the next value of quantized r .
Repeat the steps 5 and 6 until r becomes equal to rmax.
Step 7: Find the set of local maxima in V (,r). These local maxima indicate the set of optimum
bandwidths r quantifying the distortion present in the shapes.
5.2. For gray-tone images
The algorithm for computing the FHT for gray-tone images is similar to that for two-tone images
except that the additional parameters l0 and l need to be incorporated in order to capture the average
gray value and the gray level variation. The algorithm is as follows.
Step 1: Quantize the accumulator space in the limits
1min11max, 2min22max, . . . , nminnnmax .
Quantize the gray value l0 in the range
l0min l0 l0max.
Fix a threshold A0 in the accumulator space.
Fix the parameter l.
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Fix r close to rmax.
Initialize the accumulator space A(, l0) to zero.
Step 2: For each pixel (x, y) in the image compute ,r,l0M (x, y).
Compute
A(, l0) = A(, l0)+ ,r,l0M (x, y).
Step 3: Determine the peaks in A(, l0) such that for each peak A(, l0) > A0.
Step 4: Quantize the bandwidth r in the limits
rminrrmax.
Define an array V (,r, l0).
Set the starting value of r to its minimum, i.e., r = rmin.
Step 5: Set V (,r, l0) to zero.
For each  and l0 if A(, l0) is a peak then compute
V (,r, l0) = V (,r, l0)+ a(,r, l0)
where a(·) is the linear index of fuzziness or quadratic entropy or Shannon’s entropy.
Step 6: Get the next quantized value r .
Repeat the steps 5 and 6 until r becomes equal to rmax.
Step 7: Find the set of local maxima in V (,r, l0). These local maxima indicate the bandwidths r
quantifying the distortion present in the shapes.
5.3. Experimental results
The effectiveness of the proposed fuzzy Hough transform (FHT) algorithm is illustrated on different
synthetically generated binary and gray images as shown in Figs. 6–8. In Fig. 6, points are generated from
more than one straight line segment. The points are randomly shifted horizontally by a noise amplitude
varying from 1.0 to 5.0. The parameter r is varied from 0.9 to 6.0 in steps of 0.3. The parameters  and
r (Eq. (3)) are quantized in steps of unity.
The threshold in the accumulator space is chosen as 40. The different straight lines are identified along
with their bandwidths as shown in Fig. 6. The core lines denote the identified straight line segments. The
bandwidths, quantifying the distortion, are specified by the region between the parallel line segments
around the core line.
Fig. 7 illustrates the performance of the algorithm in identifying two distorted circles. Points are
generated from two different circles with radii 17 and 23, respectively. The points are randomly shifted
horizontally and vertically with noise amplitudes 2 and 5, respectively. r is varied from 1.5 to 6.0. The
parameter values (a, b and r in Eq. (4)) are quantized in steps of unity. The different circles, identified
by the proposed FHT algorithm, are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b) respectively. The core lines indicate the
identified circles. The vagueness in the shape description, as quantified by the bandwidth, are indicated
by the region within two concentric circles around the core lines.
Let us now demonstrate the performance of the FHT algorithm on a 50 × 50 gray image as shown in
Fig. 9. Two line segments are generated with maximum gray levels 25 and 250, respectively. The pixels
on the lines are randomly shifted (both horizontally and vertically) by 2 pixels. The points on the faint
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Fig. 6. The lines detected by the fuzzy Hough transform algorithm along with the identified bandwidths specifying the amount
of distortions in the shapes. For each line segment (bar), the central line (core line) indicates the detected line segment and the
identified bandwidth is specified by the region enclosed by two segments parallel to the core line: (a) points are generated from
four different straight lines with noise amplitude equal to 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0 respectively; (b) points are generated from three
different straight line segments with noise amplitude 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0 respectively; (c) points are generated from four different
straight line segments with noise amplitude 2.0, 3.0 and 5.0, respectively.
line segment are then convolved with Gaussian window of standard deviation () equal to 3.0. Finally
the gray image is contaminated with randomly generated (uniformly distributed) noisy pixels with gray
values ranging from 0 to 30. It can be seen from Fig. 8(a) that the maximum gray value of the faint line
is less than the maximum gray value of the noisy pixels.
In computing the FHT, r is varied from 1.5 to 6.0 in steps of 0.3. The parameters  and r (Eq. (3))
are quantized in steps of unity. The gray value l0 (Eq. (23)) is quantized in steps of 3. The parameter
l is chosen as 10. The threshold in the accumulator space is selected as 50. The line segments (bars)
identified in the gray image are shown in Fig. 8(b). The lines are detected along with their widths r and
average gray levels. It may be noted here that the conventional segmentation algorithms (e.g., gray level
thresholding) will fail in separating the faint line from the noisy pixels since the gray level distribution
of the faint line is embedded in that of the noisy pixels.
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Fig. 7. The circles detected by the fuzzy Hough transform algorithm along with the bandwidths specifying the amount distortions
in the shapes. For each circle, the central line (core line) indicates the true circle detected and the bandwidth is specified by the
region enclosed within two circles concentric to the core one: (a) the bigger circle is distorted by a noise amplitude of 5.0 and
the smaller one by 2.0; (b) the bigger circle is distorted by a noise amplitude 2.0 and the smaller one by 5.0.
Fig. 8. The circles detected by the fuzzy Hough transform algorithm along with the bandwidths specifying the amount distortions
in the shapes. For each circle, the central line (core line) indicates the true circle detected and the bandwidth is specified by the
region enclosed within two circles concentric to the core one: (a) the circles are distorted by noise amplitudes 2.0 and 5.0; (b)
the circles are distorted by noise amplitudes 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0, respectively.
6. Conclusions
A generalized framework of the fuzzy Hough transform is described in this paper. First, a set theoretic
interpretation of theHough transform is provided and then it is extended to a fuzzy set theoretic framework
in order to take care of the impreciseness or ill-definedness in shapes. Although, the way of computing
the FHT is analogous to that of the earlier methods [12,22], the scheme described for quantifying the
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Fig. 9. (a) The original noisy gray image. (b) The lines identified by the FHT algorithm from gray images along with the
bandwidth (specifying the distortion) and average gray value of the shapes.
amount of distortion present in the shapes is novel. The FHT algorithm is also able to handle gray level
images unlike the previous methods.
In the case of gray level images, the algorithm not only finds out the distortion of the shapes but also
specifies the average gray level of the shapes. The algorithm is found to be robust in the presence of
noise, and is able to extract shapes even where the gray level distribution of the shapes is embedded in
that of the noisy pixels. Note that, the existing global thresholding algorithms will fail in such situations.
The method of generalization of the FHT algorithm to gray level gives rise to a segmentation scheme
which can further be extended to take care of arbitrary shapes in the future. The proposed fuzzy Hough
transform model can also be extended to a neurofuzzy framework to extract the parametric shapes in an
unsupervised mode by the guidelines proposed in [6,3,4].
In this paper, we providemostly a theoretical analysis of the fuzzyHough transform, and a guideline for
automatic selection of the bandwidth of both shape parameter quantification and gray value classification.
Note that, the gray value classification performed here is different from the gray level thresholding in the
sense that the gray value classification occurs simultaneously with the shape extraction. In other words,
the mean gray value of a structure depends on the localization of the structure itself. The localization of
the structure and the gray value classification are inter-dependant as shown in the theoretical analysis.
This can be further investigated for real-life images in the future. A possible localization in the real-life
images can also be performed with the help of inverse Hough transform as provided in [15].
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